WHAT OTHER RELEASE FORMS DO I NEED BEYOND MUSIC?

This document explains how to clear people, locations, visual art, book texts and images, and video footage that you did not personally create.

1. Everyone appearing in your show will need to sign an Appearance Release - Form 1.

2. For every location that you have footage from other than NECAT, you need to obtain a Location Agreement - Form 2 signed by the owner of the Location.

3. You must have permission for all Copyrighted Works (created by someone other than you) contained in the show (for example, paintings, sculpture, photography, visual art, literature, recorded content from a News channel or other organization/other individual, or any video content created by people other than you. Please note, a work is subject to copyright protection whether or not it has been registered with the U.S. Copyright Office.

How do I get permission for these copyrighted video clips and art works?

For these and all other copyrighted works that are not music, obtain a General Copyright Release - Form 5 signed by the owner of the copyrighted work.

If a General Copyright Release - Form 5 cannot be obtained, the copyrighted work cannot be included in your show for broadcast.